A fundamental issue in psychiatric medicine is the lack of empirical evidence indicating when, during development, a treatment will be most effective for a patient. We review behavioral and brain changes that occur across development, focusing on the period of adolescence, when there is a peak in diagnosis of many psychiatric disorders. We use anxiety disorders as an example because of their high prevalence in youth (affecting as many as 1 in 10). Basic forms of fear learning, which are at the core of anxiety disorders and are the targets of behavioral therapeutics, are examined as a function of age. We also discuss how fear learning has been genetically modulated in mice and humans. Based on these findings, we provide future directions for determining the efficacy of innovative therapies and preventive strategies for anxiety disorders as a function of age and potential genetic effects inferred from mice and humans.
INTRODUCTION
The fundamental goal of psychiatric medicine has been to characterize mental illness through diagnostics to direct therapeutics. In the past two decades, the field has moved toward preventive and personalized medicine using biological and epidemiological factors that suggest who is at risk and what treatments may be most effective. A fundamental issue that remains is the lack of empirical evidence for when, during development, an intervention or treatment will be most (or least) effective for preventing or treating mental illness. A mainstream assumption about treatment is that the earlier a disorder is treated, the better the outcome. Although this assumption may hold true in part, it ignores a large literature on significant changes that occur across development. In this article, we review behavioral and brain changes that occur across development and vary across individuals, focusing on the period of adolescence when there is a peak in diagnosis of many psychiatric disorders. Because the anxiety disorders are the most common of the psychiatric illnesses in our youth today, affecting as many as 1 in 10 (1-5), we use anxiety as an example for illustrating the importance of considering the developing brain when considering treatment of mental illnesses.
We examine forms of fear learning, which are at the core of anxiety disorders and are the targets of behavioral therapeutics, as a function of age and how they are genetically modulated in mice and humans. We then build on these empirical findings to suggest for whom and when behavioral treatments for anxiety disorders may be most effective and suggest novel therapies and preventive strategies.
Anxiety and Fear
A core feature of anxiety disorders is difficulty in learning which contexts or cues signal safety and which signal a threat and in learning to suppress these associations when they no longer apply. Fear learning is an adaptive process that involves the formation, or acquisition, of associations between aversive events and co-occurring cues and contexts that may be predictive of danger (6) (7) (8) . Without the ability to process and respond to fear, we would be unable to identify danger-associated cues necessary for our survival. However, when previously threatening cues become safe, we must be able to reassess them and learn to suppress previous fear associations. In the case of anxiety disorders, fear may persist long after an environmental threat has passed. This unremitting form of fear is a core component of many anxiety disorders (9) (10) (11) (12) .
Evidenced-Based Behavioral Therapies
The only evidenced-based behavioral therapies for anxiety disorders build upon the basic principles of fear learning. Specifically, cognitive behavioral therapy identifies an individual's triggers of anxiety and then desensitizes the individual to that fear. This desensitization process of repeated exposure to the fear-eliciting event, in the absence of actual negative consequences, is based on the principles of fear extinction learning. The patient learns to acquire new associations so that a cue previously associated with threat gains a new association of safety. Successful treatment results in activation of the safe association over the threatening one and thus a diminished fear response. Unfortunately, only 50%-60% of individuals with anxiety disorders respond to this form of treatment (13) , a rate that invites the questions of who responds and when during development do patients have the best treatment outcome.
This article examines the development of neural circuitry underlying core features of anxiety (e.g., persistence of fear when no threat is present), especially during adolescence, when the diagnosis peaks. We begin by describing the basic neural circuitry implicated in fear learning and regulation. We then provide scientific evidence from three domains that together may inform the timing, duration, and type of treatment for individuals with anxiety disorders. First, we describe findings from human imaging studies that show changes in neural circuitry underlying features of anxiety in healthy individuals during the transition into and out of adolescence. Second, we provide parallel evidence in humans and mice for attenuation of basic fear regulation processes during adolescence and the underlying biological substrates that parallel the human imaging work. Third, we describe a translational genetic approach from mouse to human to identify individual factors that alter fear regulation and the underlying neural circuitry during adolescence. Together, these approaches provide an appreciation of how brain development impacts emotional responses and risk for pathologic fear. Having established ways in which developmental and individual factors influence fear responses and fear-related disorders, we discuss ways in which this information can be used to deliver optimal treatments to the most responsive people at the most appropriate time.
FEAR REGULATION CIRCUITRY
The circuitry involved in fear regulation in adults has been delineated in human imaging and rodent studies (6, 14) . Figure 1 illustrates how top-down input from the infralimbic prefrontal cortex to the amygdala, a region important for detecting cues of safety and threat, can reduce fear responses generated there. Sensory input is received primarily by the lateral nuclei of the amygdala. The lateral nuclei project to the basal and central nuclei of the amygdala. The basal nuclei project predominantly to cortical regions (e.g., ventromedial prefrontal cortex), whereas the central nuclei project mainly to subcortical regions involved in various physiologic components of the fear response, including neuromodulatory systems, the hypothalamus, the periaqueductal gray area, and the vagus nerve. The infralimbic cortex can dampen fear responses via projections to a cluster of inhibitory intercalated cells located within the amygdala. Via bidirectional projections to the prefrontal cortex, the amygdala can both signal about the significance of a cue and receive input from the prefrontal cortex that modulates fear responses by suppressing central nucleus output, thereby dampening downstream physiological responses associated with a fear response (6, 15) . This suppression of fear responses by prefrontal cortical regions and how it varies across adolescence are the focus of this review. Figure 2 ). The developmental disjunction between limbic and cortical structures and connections between these regions have been described across mammalian species; rodent, nonhuman primate, and human postmortem studies have shown that the prefrontal cortex is one of the last brain regions to mature (18, 19) and that subcortical and sensorimotor regions mature sooner as indexed by peaks in synaptogenesis and subsequent synaptic pruning. The phylogenetic consistency of the early development of structures involved in primal drives and later development of those involved in complex integrative control of these responses suggests that there is important adaptive value in the relative imbalance of these regions in adolescence and its effects on behavior.
Development of Fear Regulation Circuitry

Probing Fear Regulation Circuitry
Studies have commonly used two basic paradigms to probe fear circuitry in humans. The first involves examining behavioral and neural responses to naturalistic cues that over a lifetime come to be associated with the presence of a threat (e.g., a frightened face). The second involves experimental Pavlovian fear conditioning in which a neutral cue (e.g., tone) is paired repeatedly with an aversive event (e.g., shock), so that the neutral cue takes on aversive properties through associative learning processes. Both behavioral paradigms provide a measure of how well an individual can suppress a fear response when dangerassociated cues and contexts are no longer a source of threat and can be used in typically and atypically developing humans. We present recent behavioral and neural evidence for developmental variation in fear regulation using both of these approaches below.
DEVELOPMENTAL VARIATION IN FEAR REGULATION
Evidence from Developmental Human Imaging Studies of Emotion Regulation
In a series of human imaging studies, we and others have examined emotional responses during adolescence relative to developmental stages preceding or following it (20) (21) (22) . Across these studies, naturalistic cues that have been associated with the presence of a threat (e.g., a frightened face) over a lifetime of experiences are repeatedly presented. For example, Hare and colleagues showed that adolescents have an initial exaggerated amygdala response to cues that signal possible threat (fearful faces) relative to children and adults (21) . This initial heightened response in amygdala activity is age-dependent and does not correlate with trait anxiety. These results are consistent with other studies that have identified elevated amygdala activity to emotional pictures in adolescents relative to adults (23, 24) and extend those studies to demonstrate that adolescents differ from children as well. Moreover, Hare et al. demonstrated that fearful faces induced behavioral inhibition, as measured by increased latency to respond to the fearful stimulus over other expressions that was significantly correlated with the degree of amygdala activation to the fearful face and inversely correlated with activation of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) (21) . These findings emphasize the balance needed between top-down prefrontal systems and subcortical amygdala regions in regulating emotional behavior. Examination of the magnetic resonance signal in the amygdala with repeated presentation of the fearful face across experimental trials allowed Hare et al. to assess the ability of individuals to recognize the face as an empty (i.e., not dangerous) threat. Repeated presentation resulted in attenuation in the amygdala response over time (i.e., habituation). Individuals with higher trait anxiety showed less suppression of the amygdala response over time. The failure of the amygdala response to return to baseline over time was associated with coupling of frontoamygdala activity. Specifically, inverse functional coupling of these regions, consistent with greater top-down regulation (higher vmPFC activity) of the amygdala, was correlated with greater diminution of signal in the amygdala (21) . The extent to which activation of the amygdala diminished with repeated trials was correlated with self-report ratings of anxiety, demonstrating that the ability of the vmPFC to modulate amygdala responses is associated with emotional states in human subjects.
These findings suggest that heightened initial emotional reactivity as indexed by elevated amygdala activity may be typical of or normal for adolescence, consistent with the likelihood of encountering novel dangers in this developmental stage. However, failure of this response to subside over time with no actual impending threat is atypical and may be indicative of anxiety. Clinical imaging data using similar behavioral paradigms with older children and adolescents diagnosed with anxiety and depression show elevated amygdala activity in response to fearful faces (25) . These findings may be due to persistent activation of this region with repeated exposures-as seen in adolescent females, who are at greater risk of these disorders relative to males (26)-rather than elevated activations per se. Future studies of populations at risk for anxiety will need to examine carefully not only what triggers a heightened threat response in the amygdala, but also what brain processes support anxiety responses that are sustained over time (27) .
The observation of imbalanced activity in the amygdala-vmPFC network in anxious individuals is consistent with a variety of work in animals (28, 29) , in humans (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) , and in childhood and adolescent mood and anxiety disorders (35, 36) , implicating an inverse relationship between these structures that governs affective output. Specifically, increased responses in the vmPFC are inversely correlated with responses in the amygdala and predict behavioral outcomes such as fear extinction, downregulation of autonomic responses (15) , and more positive interpretations of emotionally ambiguous information (37) . Thus, inverse functional coupling of these structures is key for adaptive downregulation of heightened emotional responses. During adolescence, the relatively immature vmPFC circuitry cannot efficiently regulate responses in the maturing amygdala, leading to the heightened emotional reactivity typically associated with the adolescent years that can, in individual cases, lead to anxiety disorders.
Evidence from Parallel Mouse and Human Developmental Studies of Fear Extinction
The preceding work used paradigms with naturalistic cues that come to be associated with the presence of a threat (e.g., a frightened face) with experience, cues that can be examined across both typical and atypical human populations. Unfortunately, our experiences over a lifetime are not equivalent and are limited by age and opportunity for such experiences. anxious child may have many more experiences of threat than a nonanxious child. These experiences will differentially impact fear-related circuitry. Fear learning paradigms are advantageous in that they can assess fear learning equivalently in typically and atypically developing humans. Second, because fear learning is critical to survival, there is a high degree of neural and behavioral conservation across species; thus, fear learning can be assessed equivalently in humans and mice. These advantages, in addition to the demonstrated relevance of fear learning to human anxiety states, make this behavioral paradigm a useful translational tool for understanding human anxiety disorders. Fear conditioning paradigms have been used to more directly examine how immature functional connectivity between the vmPFC and amygdala in adolescents affects neural, behavioral, and emotional responses to fearful emotional stimuli. In a recent study, we used Pavlovian fear conditioning tasks in mice and humans. We examined fear conditioning and extinction in humans as a function of age and stage on the Tanner Pubertal Scale: children (5-11 years old, Tanner pubertal stage of 1, n = 30), adolescents (12-17 years old, Tanner pubertal stage >1, n = 28), and adults (18-28 years old, Tanner pubertal stage of 5, n = 28). Skin conductance response (SCR) was assessed (58) to measure prototypical physiological fear responses during conditioned fear acquisition and extinction (6, (38) (39) (40) (41) . During fear acquisition, an aversive noise was the unconditioned stimulus (US) and a colored square served as the conditioned stimulus (CS). Although there were no age differences in fear acquisition, there was a main effect of age on extinction learning (decreased SCR to repeated presentations of the CS only), such that adolescents displayed attenuated fear extinction learning compared to children or adults (Figure 3a) . This effect of age group on fear extinction was present when gender and trait anxiety were entered as covariates. Children and adults did not differ in extinction learning. Unlike this study, those using naturalistic cues such as fearful or screaming faces find heightened amygdala activity (21) and fear learning in adolescents (42) compared to younger children, as well as diminished habituation and/or extinction learning during adolescence.
A parallel study to the human one, in mice across comparable postnatal ages [preadolescent (postnatal day 23), adolescent (day 29), and adult (day 70)], used freezing behavior as the prototypical species-specific fear response, an electric shock for the US, and a neutral acoustic tone for the CS. Consistent with previous reports describing permanent erasure of conditioned fear memories in young rats (43) , preadolescent mice exhibited minimal spontaneous recovery of fear responses, suggestive of a fragile memory trace that is persistently attenuated, or erased, via extinction trials. In contrast, adolescent mice, like human subjects, displayed attenuated fear extinction learning compared to their preadolescent and adult counterparts (Figure 4b) . These findings are consistent with previous rodent studies that show adolescent rats require twice as many extinction trials as adults, a pharmacological manipulation such as d-cycloserine, or CS presentations of prolonged duration to achieve reductions in conditioned fear behavior comparable to those seen in preadolescent or adult rats (43) (44) (45) .
Leveraging the Mouse to Illuminate the Mechanism of Age Effects on Fear Regulation
To assess the mechanism underlying the phylogenetically conserved developmental differences in the fear circuitry and fear extinction learning, we performed immunohistochemical and electrophysiological experiments across development stages in mice. We hypothesized that there would be alterations in vmPFC connectivity and plasticity across development that would account for the differences in amygdala responses and behavior. Because the most prominent developmental effects identified in aspects of fear learning relate to fear extinction learning, we focused on the infralimbic cortex (IL). The IL provides input to the inhibitory intercalated cells, located within the amygdala, necessary for supressing fear responses and amygdala output during extinction learning.
To investigate neuronal activity in the IL, we measured expression of the activity-dependent immediate early gene c-Fos because activityinduced expression of c-Fos in the IL of adult rodents has been associated with successful fear extinction learning (46) . Consistent with previous studies, the density of c-Fos-labeled cells in the IL of adult mice after fear extinction learning was significantly higher than nonextinguished, fear-conditioned controls (46) . In contrast, extinction exposures induced no change in density of c-Fos labeling in adolescent (29- To probe developmental influences on fearassociated synaptic plasticity within the IL, we performed electrophysiological recordings in vmPFC brain slices of mice after both fear acquisition and fear extinction. A previous study showed that fear conditioning involved a decrease in intrinsic excitability of IL neurons whereas fear extinction reversed this decrease in excitability (47) . However, the specific synaptic mechanisms in the vmPFC that are involved in fear conditioning or extinction had not been explored. Therefore, we measured non-N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor transmission mediated primarily by aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMPA) receptors in IL layer V pyramidal neurons after conditioned fear acquisition and fear extinction. Electrophysiological recordings at IL and prelimbic cortex synapses across developmental stages reveal that a fear-conditioning-induced potentiation of PL synapses present in adult mice is absent in adolescent mice. Furthermore, extinction-induced enhancement of IL synaptic plasticity in adult mice is lacking in adolescent mice (58) .
Taken together, these studies reveal a nonlinear pattern in fear extinction learning and blunted regulation of amygdala-dependent fear responses during fear extinction in adolescents. These findings may help provide novel insights into the heightened prevalence of anxiety disorders during this developmental period and on treating adolescent populations with anxiety, as the main form of cognitive behavioral therapy relies on principles of extinction learning.
INDIVIDUAL VARIATION IN FEAR REGULATION
We and others have begun to identify ways in which the different developmental trajectories of cortical and subcortical brain regions involved in adaptive fear responses can impact behavior. However, within any developmental stage there is marked individual variability in human fear responses that relates to intrinsic and experiential differences from one person to the next. One important source of individual variability is heritable genetic variation. The main avenues for understanding gene function in anxiety disorders have been human genetic association studies on one end and genetically engineered mouse models on the other. Attempts to bridge these approaches have used brain imaging to link morphological abnormalities seen in knockout/transgenic mouse models and abnormal patterns of brain activity seen in humans. It has been proposed that translating from mouse behavior to human disorder is difficult and perhaps inappropriate because human disorders are defined by complex and subjective emotional experiences that cannot be assessed in nonhuman systems (48) . Instead, the focus should be shifted to important survival behaviors and the neural circuits that drive them. Adaptive fear responses are critical to the success of an organism, are highly conserved across mammalian species, and display conserved differences across developmental stages. These attributes make fear learning a good translational model to study the effects of genetic variants on the normal development of fear responses in humans and mice.
Translational Approach from Gene to Molecule to Circuit to Behavior
Recently we completed a study using parallel analysis of behavioral and imaging genetics in humans and a genetic knockin mouse model of a human polymorphism. The respective strengths of different levels of analysis, from molecular to neural to behavioral, all provide external validation for the findings of any single genetic analysis (49) . Moreover, this integrative approach provides bridges between the relevant but complex and imprecise phenomenology of human behavior and the solid findings of rodent Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF): a secreted protein and member of the neurotrophin family of growth factors involved in plasticity and development neurobiology that can be difficult to extrapolate to human behavior and disease.
To implement this translational approach to human genetic variability, we focused on a common polymorphism in the human gene for brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). BDNF is a growth factor that plays a central role in neuronal survival, growth, and synaptic plasticity-all core aspects of associative learning in the central nervous system and adaptive fear learning in particular. Human populations contain a common single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) that causes a valine-to-methionine substitution at codon 66 (Val66Met). This polymorphism leads to decreased trafficking of BDNF into the regulated secretory pathway, which in turn leads to reduced activity-dependent release of BDNF. The BDNF gene is highly conserved from mouse to human, and wild-type mice naturally express the ancestral valine-containing form of the BDNF peptide. To study the effects of the human Val66Met polymorphism in mice, we created a knockin mouse with a BDNF protein identical to the wild type except it contains a methionine in codon 66 (BDNF Met ). Neurons obtained from these BDNF Met mice have impaired activity-dependent BDNF secretion. In addition, the mice have hippocampal anatomical alterations and impaired hippocampaldependent learning similar to the findings in humans with the variant human BDNF, validating this mouse as a model of the human Val66Met polymorphism.
Evidence from Parallel Genetic Mouse and Human Imaging Studies
We examined the impact of the variant BDNF on fear regulation using similar fear conditioning and extinction paradigms in mice and humans (39) . In both mice and humans, we observed less extinction in Met allele carriers than in Val allele carriers, as shown in Figure 4b and c (50) . Moreover, human functional MRI data provided neuroanatomical validation of the cross-species translation.
Specifically, we showed alterations in frontoamygdala circuitry, shown to support fear conditioning and extinction in previous rodent (6, 51) and human (15, (52) (53) (54) studies, as a function of BDNF genotype. During extinction, Met allele carriers showed less vmPFC activity (Figure 4c ) but greater amygdala activity (Figure 4d ) than noncarriers. These findings suggest that cortical regions essential for extinction in animals and humans are less responsive in Met allele carriers. Moreover, amygdala activity, which should have diminished progressively during extinction, was elevated in Met allele carriers, further suggesting less dampening by the vmPFC.
These genetic findings are provocative as they provide an example of bridging human behavioral and imaging genetics with a molecular mouse model to suggest a role for BDNF in anxiety in adults. In the context of our neurobiological model of adolescence, individuals with the BDNF Met allele may be more vulnerable to developing symptoms of anxiety as teens, in that they show higher and prolonged patterns of amygdala activity and less vmPFC activity in response to emotional cues. During a period when evaluating social cues from peers is essential in forming and maintaining healthy peer relationships, the failure to suppress heightened emotional responses to empty threat (e.g., failure of a peer to notice or smile at a teenager, without any negative intent) could lead to overinterpretation and ruminations of self-doubt. The genetic data provide an example of how an imbalance in amygdala-vmPFC coupling during typical development could predispose to anxiety and, when exacerbated by an individual factor such as the BDNF Met66 allele, lead to clinical levels of anxiety.
IMPLICATIONS AND NOVEL TREATMENTS FOR THE DEVELOPING BRAIN
Converging evidence from animal and human studies demonstrates that modulatory prefrontal cortical structures develop along a www.annualreviews.org • Treating the Developing Braindifferent trajectory than the primary subcortical amygdalar structures that generate and integrate fear responses. These developmental differences explain why fear extinction learning displays different attributes as individuals transition into and out of adolescence and may explain the peak in diagnosis of anxiety during this period of development. An appreciation of the development and individual variation in fear responses can also inform the treatment of anxiety disorders. The most common behavioral treatments for anxiety disorders operate through extinction learning processes in which a stimulus that is experienced as fearful is repeatedly presented in nonthreatening circumstances. Thus, treatment response will correlate with the ability to successfully extinguish fear associations. Yet, it is the combination of individual and developmental inefficiencies in extinction learning that predisposes to anxiety disorders in the first place, so those most in need of desensitization therapies may benefit the least.
These studies of adaptive fear learning may provide a way forward with significant implications for novel evidence-based treatments that go beyond the current standard of care. Studies in rodents have shown that, despite the inefficiency of extinction learning in adolescents, providing adolescent rats with additional extinction learning trials can lead to substantial extinction, suggesting that additional desensitization sessions for nonresponding adolescents may provide some benefit. Furthermore, d-cycloserine is a partial agonist at glutamate receptors and can enhance extinction learning in adolescent rats, suggesting that it may be a useful adjunct to behavioral therapies in adolescent humans (43) . Similarly, a growing literature suggests that serotonin selective reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), a commonly used class of anxiolytic drugs, act by enhancing the retention of extinction learning; thus, combined behavioral and SSRI therapy may improve response in adolescent anxiety disorders, as has been shown in a large-scale clinical study (13, 55) . Finally, recent reports in mice and humans have shown that the basic phenomenology of fear learning can be leveraged to enhance extinction learning (56, 57) . These studies have shown that a single, isolated presentation of a fear-associated cue opens a "reconsolidation window" during which extinction learning to that cue is enhanced. These studies were conducted in adults and must be tested in adolescents, but they suggest that informed modifications of standard behavioral therapies for anxiety disorders may improve the treatment of these common and debilitating disorders.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. Adolescence is a life stage during which the differential developmental trajectories of regions of the brain that generate fear responses and those that regulate them are imbalanced. This imbalance contributes to inefficient fear regulation that is adaptive to the behavioral demands of adolescence but can also contribute to anxiety disorders.
2. The evolutionary conservation of the neural and behavioral attributes of conditioned fear learning facilitates cross-species translation. Leveraging the strengths of different experimental species should improve understanding and treatment of anxiety disorders.
3. Behavioral therapies for anxiety disorders are based on the principles of fear extinction. Understanding developmental and individual variation in extinction learning will allow development of novel behavioral therapies and allow them to be targeted to the most responsive people and the most responsive time.
FUTURE ISSUES
1. Does age impact the efficacy of cognitive behavioral therapy in youth with anxiety disorders?
2. How should current behavioral exposure therapies be modified or tailored for patients as a function of age?
3. How should current psychiatric treatments be modified or tailored for patients as a function of genetics?
4. As fear memories can undergo erasure in adults, can similar techniques be used to "erase" unwanted fear memories in developing individuals, particularly during adolescence, when fear memories are resistant to classic extinction training?
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